HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Appropriations

Will meet at: 9:30 a.m. Date: Tuesday, May 1, 2018

Location: Committee Room 5

Remarks:

HCR 14 FALCONER
PUBLIC BUILDINGS/ST CAPL Directs the office of state buildings and grounds to duplicate all signage at the state capitol in French

HB 336 COX
MEDICAID Provides for a single preferred drug list in Medicaid managed care

HB 471 STOKES
BUDGETARY CONTROLS Requires the division of administration to establish, maintain, and make public, a list of unpaid outstanding final tort judgments against the state

HB 590 EDMONDS
STATE AGENCIES Creates the Efficient Government Act and provides for the Council on Efficient Government and its powers and duties

HB 635 HUNTER
PUBLIC HEALTH Provides relative to the disproportionate impact of environmental and public health issues on certain communities

HB 689 STOKES
INSURANCE/HEALTH Provides for coverage for fertility preservation for individuals diagnosed with cancer

HB 745 EDMONDS
FUNDS/FUNDING Provides for the Dedicated Fund Review Subcommittee of the Joint Legislative Committee on the Budget and submission and approval of plans related to special funds and dedications

HB 833 MORRIS, JAY
FUNDS/FUNDING Provides for reduction to revenues into certain statutory funds

HB 873 HILFERTY
FUNDS/FUNDING Dedicates any new revenue realized as a result of the enactment of legislation relative to sports betting and other forms of gaming to the La. Early Childhood Education Fund

HB 885 GLOVER
HOSPITALS Enacts the Safety Net Hospital Preservation Act

SB 62 MARTINY (TBA)
GOVERNOR Re-creates entities transferred to or placed within the office of the governor. (6/30/18) (Subject to Rule Suspension)

CAMERON HENRY
Chairman